Venture everywhere.

{Providence}
TRAVEL PROUD, EXPLORE OFTEN AND REFUSE TO SETTLE. YOU’RE NOT JUST ANOTHER VOICE IN THE CROWD, YOU’RE THE VOICE THE CROWD LISTENS TO. LIVE LIFE ACCORDING TO YOU, WHEN YOU WANT AND WHERE YOU WANT. ADVENTURE IN COMFORT AND NEVER STOP SEARCHING.
Providence 39J shown with Sand décor, Plantation Cherry wood finish.
Unwind from the day’s activities in this spacious environment courtesy of 7’ ceilings (five inches more than ’04). Think about tomorrow’s adventures as you settle back in the Flexsteel® Ultraleather™ J-lounge sofa. Grab the remote, Panasonic’s® awesome entertainment unit really delivers. Triple or quad slide-out rooms, dual A/C and two powerful furnaces, give Providence™ all the amenities of home. So relax, you’ve earned it.
Like to cook? Your Providence has all the ingredients for memorable meals. The convection microwave can do it all...fast while the 3-burner, high-output cooktop handles the rest. Dometic’s® large (12 cu. ft.) refrigerator minimizes shopping trips and you’ll love its no-smudge stainless-steel doors. A stainless double sink is premium-grade residential and like the hardwood-door cabinets, it accommodates full-size plates. And, yes, there’s plenty of counter space. Bon appetit.

A COOK’S KITCHEN.

OPTIONAL FREE-STANDING DINETTE TABLE and chairs seat four comfortably thanks to the addition of its removable center leaf (shown here). Add 2 more chairs to seat 6.

LARGE CONVECTION MICROWAVE cooks what an oven can in a fraction of the time—fish, steaks, even a whole chicken. The high-output three-burner stove does the rest.

DURABLE CORIAN® COUNTERTOPS are easy to clean and germ-and stain-resistant.

RETRACTABLE WAND FAUCET features elegantly designed single-lever control with dispensers for soap and hand lotion.

VERTICAL GALLEY WINDOW (new for ’05) lets you work in the kitchen and communicate with family and friends outside.
Rest up for tomorrow in Restonic's® queen-size Pillow Top mattress, with fashionable bedspread. The bedroom also includes a swiveling Panasonic 20" TV and thanks to Providence's 7' ceilings, above-the-bed cabinets. The bathroom features a stainless-steel sink with Corian® countertop, a porcelain toilet with Water Saver™ and with a molded shower and skylight just like home.

**Sleep Well.**
Fleetwood's patented Power Platform begins with two 10-in. steel I-beams welded lengthwise to the chassis. From the beams, steel outriggers extend outward. Together, they create a basement for fluid tanks and storage while supporting the floor, walls and roof with a metal frame. This makes the chassis even stronger.

**Power Platform Construction**

350-HP Caterpillar® C7 diesel engine will make even climbing hills easy.

*BASEMENT STORAGE* provide lots of space and easy-wash compartments with insulated aluminum doors.

*Stylish Wrap-Around Dash* features read-at-a-glance gauges and easy-to-reach controls.

*Optional Pull-Out Grill* and kitchenette will make you the hit of the campground. Burgers and drinks anyone?

*Lighted Entry Rail* a small but important feature...especially on a moonless night.

*Full Paint* Premier multiple stage paint process provides a luxurious look and a quality finish.

*Dual A/C units* Providence™ has maximum cooling capacity and plenty of storage because its A/C units are mounted on the roof and not in the basement.

*Satellite Dish* Enjoy the automatic locating system that you never have to adjust.

*Slide-Outs* Available in numerous floor plan configurations including triple and quad slides.

*Tires* Designed specifically for RV’s, Goodyear’s G670 RV provides a superior ride and durability.

*Storage* Plenty of exterior storage space for all your travelling needs.

*Front Cap* Redesigned fiberglass front cap provides a sleek and contemporary design.

Heavy fluid tanks are positioned in the bottom center of the platform to enhance vehicle stability.

Platform design creates lots of storage area supported by sturdy Vacu-Bonded walls.

Neoprene rubber gasket isolates the living area from the chassis for a quiet ride.

Premier multiple stage paint process provides a luxurious look and a quality finish.

Providence™ has maximum cooling capacity and plenty of storage because its A/C units are mounted on the roof and not in the basement.

Enjoy the automatic locating system that you never have to adjust.

Available in numerous floor plan configurations including triple and quad slides.

Designed specifically for RV’s, Goodyear’s G670 RV provides a superior ride and durability.

Plenty of exterior storage space for all your travelling needs.

Redesigned fiberglass front cap provides a sleek and contemporary design.

Fleetwood's patented Power Platform begins with two 10-in. steel I-beams welded lengthwise to the chassis. From the beams, steel outriggers extend outward. Together, they create a basement for fluid tanks and storage while supporting the floor, walls and roof with a metal frame. This makes the chassis even stronger.
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THREE EXTERIORS, NINE INTERIORS. THE CHOICE IS YOURS.

For 2005, mix and match from three diverse exterior graphic and three interior fabric motifs—With each interior, you can choose from one of three wood finishes. 27 combinations in all.

PROVIDENCE EXTERIOR GRAPHICS

Sundance (opt#501)  
Fern (opt#502)  
Mocha (opt#503)

INTERIOR DÉCOR

VENICE  
Living/Dining Room
- Dinette Cushions, Free-standing Chairs & Throw Pillows
- Reversible Afghan Throw
- Ultraleather Sofa Bed, Sofa Sleeper & Love Seat
- Bedspread, Pillow Sham & Reversible Afghan Throw
- Throw Pillows & Pillow Sham Accent
- Window Seat & Throw Pillows

TEA TIME  
Living/Dining Room
- Dinette Cushions, Free-standing Chairs & Throw Pillows
- Reversible Afghan Throw
- Ultraleather Sofa Bed, Sofa Sleeper & Love Seat
- Bedspread, Pillow Sham & Reversible Afghan Throw
- Throw Pillows & Pillow Sham Accent
- Window Seat & Throw Pillows

SAND  
Living/Dining Room
- Free-standing Chairs & Throw Pillows
- Reversible Afghan Throw
- Ultraleather Dinette Cushions, Sofa Bed, Sofa Sleeper & Love Seat
- Bedspread, Pillow Sham & Reversible Afghan Throw
- Pillow Shams
- Throw Pillows

INTERIOR WOOD FINISHES

- Fairfield Maple
- Anderson Walnut
- Plantation Cherry
What Drives You?

Maybe it’s feeling like you’re the only one on Earth. Perhaps it’s the unique sense of closeness with the great outdoors. Or, it might be the joy that comes from spending quality time with family and friends. Whatever the reason, we know that you have a strong drive to experience everything that comes with spending time on the road. And for more than 50 years, we’ve shared that passion with you. Because we’re RV enthusiasts ourselves, you can see our passion in the vehicles we design and build. Own a Fleetwood, and you’ll feel like you’re not just traveling, but embarking on an experience unlike any other. Set your own course for adventure and get out there and explore the world around you.

Once you do, you’ll see what it is that drives us — it’s you.